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$13,000 for a Covid-19 Diagnosis, $39,000 for
Treatment with a Ventilator
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The statistics surrounding the Covid-19 crisis have always been unreliable, yet msm and
other sources use these numbers without qualifications. To qualify the numbers would be to
dismantle the Lie. The Lie must be maintained because it is fundamental to hidden agendas
which include economic warfare, and a vast transfer of wealth upwards,(1) war propaganda
against China (2), the anti-democratic ushering in of police-state surveillance mechanisms,
and the imposition of what some refer to as a Fourth Industrial Revolution.(3)

In the following video, Senator Jensen dismantles the statistical corruption. He explains that
administrators pressure Doctors to use the Covid-19 descriptor. Why? Hospitals in his area
receive $5,000.00 for a pneumonia diagnosis, $13,000.00 for a Covid-19 diagnosis, and
$39,000.00 if the patient receives treatment with a ventilator.

Since the distinction between dying FROM Covid and WITH Covid-19 is not being made, most
Mainstream Media and government statistics are not valid. They are being used to satisfy
other agendas.

Accurate statistics, largely suppressed, do exist, and they involve results from antibody
tests.

These numbers are not inflated, and they reveal Covid-19 infection fatality rates as being in
line with flu mortality rates. (4)

*

Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.

Mark Taliano is a Research Associate of the Centre for Research on Globalization (CRG) and
the author of Voices from Syria, Global Research Publishers, 2017. Visit the author’s website
at https://www.marktaliano.net where this article was originally published.

Notes

(1)
The Last American Vagabond, “Your Government Is Using Coronavirus To Create The Largest Transfer
Of Wealth In American History” (video) 5 April, 2020.
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(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_hwCEXZphQ&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR0ARHj6HbP6KsEJpiJUcz
-uMkFEwxTZySX_NpQsslJpnDUkeHXb5iov2Hk)

(2) Mark Taliano, “Coronavirus False Flag.” Global Research, 22 April, 2020.
(https://www.globalresearch.ca/coronavirus-false-flag/5710403) Accessed 26 April, 2020.

(3) The Jimmy Dore Show, “Security State Using Coronavirus To Implement Orwellian Nightmare.”. 23
April, 2020.
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bGMkSNj_-7Q&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR2fUd81wk1aCLw3C0
Sw6Hynd9f7qp8GQhOrusfivlcQ_9ZxY-F3-yS1mM4) Accessed 26 April, 2020.

(4) “THIS IS HUGE: Stanford’s Antibodies Study Wraps Up, Shows Covid-19 Is 50x More Prevalent and
50x Less Deadly Than Believed/ Will this be the stake through Covid Rouge’s dark, rotten heart? It
should be /By Dr. John Ioannidis/ANTI-EMPIRE”
(https://www.marktaliano.net/this-is-huge-stanfords-antibodies-study-wraps-up-shows-covid-19-is-50x-m
ore-prevalent-and-50x-less-deadly-than-believed-will-this-be-the-stake-through-covid-rouges-dark-
rotten-heart-it/) Accessed 26 April, 2020.

Order Mark Taliano’s Book “Voices from Syria” directly from Global Research.

Mark Taliano combines years of research with on-the-ground observations to present an
informed and well-documented analysis that refutes  the mainstream media narratives on
Syria. 
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